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Chapter 3121 
After that, Sara asked him again: “By the way, Marven, you are going back to Orgeyon to attend the 
ancestor worship ceremony on Qingming Festival, right?” 
 
Marven nodded: “Yes, what’s the matter?” 
 
“Nothing.” Sara said, “Isn’t Qingming Festival in April? There are more than 20 days left. In other words, 
after more than 20 days, I will be able to see you in Orgeyon again.” 
 
Marven smiled slightly: “Yes, I will definitely visit you and Uncle and Auntie at that time.” 
 
Sara said: “Your schedule is just right, because I’m going to the United States in mid-April.” 
 
“Going to America?” Marven asked curiously: “Why are you going to America suddenly?” 
 
“Not suddenly.” Sara said: “I’m going to quit the entertainment circle this time, so I want to hold a few 
more concerts, which can be regarded as an explanation for the fans.” 
 
“I also have a lot of fans in Europe, America, Japan, and Korea. Among them, most of them are of 
Chinese descent.” 
 
“So in addition to our domestic, mainland, and Taiwan concerts, there are also some concert 
arrangements in Japan, South Korea, Europe, and the United States.” 
 
“From mid-April to the end of April, I will be in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles, and Houston in the 
United States. And five games in Seattle, and then another three games in Japan and South Korea.” 
 
Marven asked in a puzzled way: “Why don’t you finish the Asian performance first and then go to 
Europe and the United States? You will have tossed for more than half a month, and you have to toss 
back. 
 
Sara smiled and said, “Mom and Dad happened to be going to the United States for official business in 
April, so I plan to go with them.” 
 
After that, she asked him again: “Marven, do you want to go together?” 
 
Marven shook his head and said with a smile: “I won’t go. There are quite a lot of things in Wrestvel.” 
 
“It is estimated that April is the month when the Ocean Shipping Group will start, so I should not be able 
to get out.” 
 
Sara nodded, and said with some regret: “The main reason is that I am unfamiliar with the place where I 
was born in the United States. I always feel not used to it.” 
 



“It would be better to have my parents together. It would be better if Marven we could go together, but 
you have yourself. You have to be busy with things, I can fully understand.” 
 
Marven comforted: “Although the United States is far away, it takes only twelve hours to fly by plane.” 
 
“Besides, you are mainly performing for overseas Chinese, so you don’t have to worry about being 
uncomfortable.” 
 
“Yeah.” Sara nodded slightly and asked him, “Marven, don’t you want to go to the United States for a 
visit?” 
 
Marven shook his head: “What am I going to see there?” 
 
Sara said: “Meet your grandpa and grandma, I heard my mother say that your grandpa and grandma are 
still alive.” 
 
Marven was stunned. After a few seconds, he smiled unnaturally, and said: 
 
“I’m not going to disturb them. After all, I haven’t seen them a few times when I was young, and I don’t 
want to go to them.” 
 
“They have no feelings for me either, having said that, I have no feelings for them either.” 
 
There is a word, Marven did not say it. 
 
In the past, he didn’t know much about his mother’s life experience, and he had only seen his grandpa 
and grandma when he was very young, so he and grandpa and grandma had no relationship basis. 
 
Moreover, after he met Pollard, he told him that his mother’s family is actually much stronger than the 
Ye family.” 
 
“His grandparents have always been dissatisfied with his mother’s decision to marry his father and 
follow him back to China. 
 
It is said that his mother may have had a lot of conflicts with her parental family because of this. 
 
Now his mother is no longer alive, and their grandson, who has not seen each other in 20 years, would 
embarrass them if he really went to see his grandfather and grandmother. 
 
Therefore, he felt that not to disturb them is a kind of respect for them. 
 
Chapter 3122 
Marven drove to Shangri-La and took the internal elevator with Sara to the suite her team had reserved. 
 
As soon as she entered the suite, Sara ran to the sofa in twos and twos and came to a standard bed, and 
said with emotion: 
 
“Oh my god, it’s really tiring to get up early to catch a plane.” 



 
Marven smiled and said, “If you are tired, take a break first, and we will go to dinner when you are 
ready.” 
 
Sara hurriedly asked, “Marven, where are you going to take me to eat?” 
 
Marven said: “Wherever you want, if you don’t dislike it, we can eat something in the catering 
department of Shangri-La.” 
 
“If you dislike it, let’s go to Orvel’s Tianxiang Mansion.” 
 
Sara hurriedly waved her hand and said, “Oh, forget the Tianxiang Mansion.” 
 
“It’s too much toss, too rich meals, and it’s very tiring to eat, and I get the venue rehearsal at one 
o’clock, time is tight.” 
 
With that said, she asked diligently: 
 
“Marven, or let the catering department make some food and deliver it to the room. You can eat with 
me in the room.” 
 
Marven nodded and said, “If you are too lazy to move, then I’ll let Zak Chen arrange for someone to 
bring a meal over.” 
 
She quickly said: “That would be better!” 
 
Marven called Zak Chen and asked him to arrange for the food and beverage department to make some 
special dishes, which were delivered to Sara’s room at about 11:30. Zak Chen hurriedly went to the food 
and beverage department to keep an eye on them for fear of negligence. 
 
At 10:30 in the morning, Zhifei’s prepared motorcade had assembled at the entrance of the stadium, 
ready to go to the airport to welcome Sara’s arrival. 
 
In order to fully grasp the trajectory of Sara’s actions, Zhifei specifically asked someone to ask about the 
status of Sara’s private jet.” 
 
“Such as whether it has launched a parking bay, whether it has started queuing to leave the airport, and 
when it is expected to take off. 
 
However, just when he was ready to leave for the airport, he received a message from Orgeyon, who 
told him that Sara’s private plane had just canceled today’s flight plan. 
 
Zhifei couldn’t react at all, so he called and asked: 
 
“You said that Sara’s flight is canceled? What’s the matter? Is the weather in Orgeyon bad? Is there a 
thunderstorm or windy weather?” 
 
The other party’s answer was simple and concise: “The breeze is blowing, and there are no clouds.” 



 
Zhifei frowned and asked, “Is that flow control?” 
 
The other party’s answer is still simple and straightforward: “The flow is normal.” 
 
“What’s going on?!” Zhifei asked puzzlingly: “Isn’t the flight canceled in these two situations? Either the 
weather is bad, or the traffic control!” 
 
The other party opened his mouth and said: 
 
“There is another possibility that the other party wants to cancel it. If the other party can’t fly due to a 
temporary change, you can’t let the plane fly by itself, right?” 
 
Chapter 3123 
Zhifei was agitated for a while, immediately hung up the phone, turned back to the inside of the 
stadium, and said to Tasha who was working: 
 
“Tasha, what time will Miss Gu come over today?” 
 
Tasha pretended to be surprised and said, “She will start the rehearsal at one o’clock in the afternoon. 
Haven’t I told you about it a long time ago?” 
 
Zhifei held back his anger and said, “I asked when she would fly over. I just heard that her plane has 
canceled today’s flight plan.” 
 
Tasha asked with a look of surprise: “Ah? Really? I haven’t heard of this, and she didn’t tell me.” 
 
Zhifei asked her back: “You are her agent, don’t you know when she will arrive in Wrestvel today?” 
 
Tasha nodded earnestly, and said: “Mr. Su, you are right. I really don’t know when she will arrive in 
Wrestvel today. She didn’t let me arrange the pick-up, and only said that she would arrive at the venue 
after one o’clock.” 
 
Zhifei raised his wrist, looked at the limited-edition Richard Mille watch on his wrist, frowned, and said: 
 
“It is 11 o’clock now. If there is any delay, she will definitely not be able to arrive at the venue on time.” 
 
With that said, Zhifei said, “Let me call Miss Gu.” 
 
Tasha said: “Mr. Su, if there is nothing else, I’ll go ahead.” 
 
“Okay.” Zhifei nodded, took out his mobile phone, found Sara’s number, and dialed it. 
 
However, a prompt came from the other end of the phone: “Sorry, the user you are calling has been 
turned off. Please try again later.” 
 
Seeing Sara turned off the phone, Zhifei was even more confused. 
 



He didn’t know that her mobile phone had been in the Do Not Disturb mode for a long time.” 
 
“In this mode, only a few calls she has whitelisted could get through. No matter who it is, it would be a 
shutdown reminder. 
 
Therefore, he hurriedly asked someone to inquire about the relevant information of Wrestvel Airport, 
but did not find that the airport had Sara’s entry registration information. 
 
He instinctively thought that she should have not arrived in Wrestvel yet. Maybe she was delayed in 
Orgeyon due to some accident. 
 
Maybe she would change to another plane to come to Wrestvel soon. So he quickly ordered his men to 
drive to Wrestvel Airport. 
 
Waiting for the job, at the same time, he called his friends on the railway to ask them to help verify 
whether Sara bought high-speed rail tickets in the railway system. 
 
In his opinion, from Orgeyon to Wrestvel, she could not have other options besides flying and taking the 
high-speed rail.” 
 
“As long as he seizes these two channels, he will definitely be able to wait for her. 
 
As a result, what made him think of abnormality was that he waited until nearly twelve o’clock, and 
friends at the airport and railway did not make any progress. 
 
Chapter 3124 
This made Zhifei particularly puzzled. He felt that Sara attaches great importance to this performance. 
 
The performance will officially begin tomorrow, and she must finish the rehearsal today. It shouldn’t be 
a temporary absence at this time. 
 
However, he has not been able to contact anyone at the moment, nor can he find any clues, which 
makes him a little anxious. 
 
Seeing that the time is only two or three minutes away from 12 o’clock, after thinking about it, he 
decided to give up the plan to pick her up from the airport. 
 
First, he went back to the venue to have a look. In case she went to the venue rehearsal quietly and on 
time, and he is still at the airport, waiting to pick her up, that’d be a horrible story. 
 
Wanting to understand this, he hurriedly led people to the Olympic Center. 
 
Just when his car had entered the gate of the Olympic Center, Marven drove Sara to the VIP passage at 
the back door of the Olympic Center venue. 
 
Tasha has arranged for staff to seal the entrances and exits in advance to prevent fans from getting in. 
 
After Marven stopped the car, Sara said to him, “Thank you, Marven, for bringing me here. I’ll go now!” 



 
Marven asked her, “Sara, do you want me to accompany you to the rehearsal?” 
 
Sara hurriedly said: 
 
“No need! My rehearsal is confidential to you, and I can’t tell you anything, otherwise, there will be no 
surprises at the official performance tomorrow. You should go to your own business!” 
 
Marven had no choice but to nod his head and said, “Okay, then I’ll leave first. Call me if you have 
something to do with me.” 
 
She said playfully: “Marven, don’t forget to pick up my parents tomorrow with me!” 
 
“Okay!” Marven agreed, and said: “You go to work, I’m leaving.” 
 
“Goodbye Marven!” 
 
At the same time, Zhifei also drove into the VIP channel. 
 
Since he himself is a partner of the organizer, he has been using the VIP channel these days, so the staff 
will let him go directly when they see his car. 
 
As soon as he drove the car into the VIP aisle, he saw Sara stepping out of the ordinary BMW 520 in 
front, and when she got down, she waved at the person in the cab with a happy face. 
 
Zhifei couldn’t see the appearance of the driver from behind, but through the rear glass, he could see 
the back of Marven’s head. 
 
Marven has a short hairstyle. No matter who looked from behind, he could see that he was a man. 
 
At this moment, Zhifei was furious, and gritted his teeth and cursed: 
 
“Damn! I waited for you for noon, I didn’t expect you to come with another man over! The airport and 
the high-speed rail don’t have your information.”. 
 
“But you have already arrived in Wrestvel, it seems that you are deliberately avoiding me!” 
 
Immediately, he carefully read Marven’s license plate number, took out his cell phone, and made a call. 
 
“Hey! Help me look up a license plate information! I want all the information about the owner! It is 
urgent!” 
 
Chapter 3125 
Zhifei is not a local in Wrestvel. 
 
Therefore, although he can use a lot of relationships, the degree of reliability of this relationship is not 
high. 
 



Basically, his subordinates have to find several layers of relationships in a roundabout way to reach the 
key person. 
 
Normally, if he wants to inquire about the information of someone in this city, a call is made to the 
person under his hand. 
 
This person under his hand will then activate contacts and find the local relationship in Wrestvel. 
Although it is a bit more troublesome, it is not too difficult. 
 
However, what he didn’t know was that the BMW he wanted to check this time was registered under 
the name of Marven’s wife, Avella. 
 
As the spokesperson of the Ye family in Wrestvel, and as Marven’s right-hand man, Zak Chen has already 
managed the upper and lower relations. 
 
All the personal information related to Marven, his wife Avella, father-in-law, and his mother-in-law, All 
have very timely warning reminders. 
 
If someone inquires the information of the family of four in the system, the moment he enters his name 
or license plate number and clicks on the query, he will send an early warning to Zak Chen as soon as 
possible. 
 
At the same time, regardless of whether he is inquiring about the names of the four members of 
Marven’s family, or their license plates, addresses, and ID numbers, it is not that easy. 
 
The system will immediately trigger the protection rules and first gives a feedback “system information 
maintenance, please try again later” prompt to the other party. 
 
Therefore, when Zhifei found the key person and who entered Avella’s license plate number into the 
system, Zak Chen immediately received the message. 
 
But the person found that the system was being maintained, so he didn’t think much about it, and 
planned to wait a few minutes and try again. 
 
While he was waiting, Zak Chen immediately contacted the person in charge of the Wrestvel 
Transportation Department to conduct a counter-check directly in the internal system. 
 
In less than a minute, he found the person searching for Avella’s license plate number. 
 
The man was a middle-level manager of the Wrestvel Transportation Department. A few minutes ago, 
he received a friend’s entrustment to help inquire about a local license plate number. 
 
The other party only asked for the registration information of the car. He didn’t think much about it, so 
he prepared the feedback to the other party after checking. 
 
But what he didn’t expect was that Zak Chen locked him in only less than a minute. 
 
Then, he was suddenly called by the head to the office. 



 
Chapter 3126 
He didn’t know it was his search behavior that caused the catastrophe. He pushed the door and asked 
with a flattering expression: “Sir, what do you want me to do?” 
 
The person called Allan immediately asked him: “You just checked the information of a BMW in the 
system?” 
 
“Uh…” the person said nervously, “No, is there any misunderstanding?” 
 
“Misunderstanding?” Allan said in a cold voice: “Don’t forget that there are behavior statistics inside the 
system.” 
 
“The login account which just checked the car info is yours, and the IP address that sent the query 
request comes from your workstation. How do you explain this?” 
 
The man was startled. He usually has a good relationship with Allan, and he can be regarded as one of 
his confidantes. 
 
It stands to reason that he shouldn’t suddenly become so serious. He must have caused trouble. 
 
So he hurriedly said in a low voice and flattering: “Allan, what we do is the work of the traffic system.” 
 
“I check the license plate number. There is no principle problem? Why are you so angry?” 
 
Allan sternly said: “In normal times, opening one eye and closing one eye will pass, but this time you 
stabbed a big basket! I can’t save you!” 
 
The man asked nervously, “All…Allan…What the hell is going on here? Can you give me a rough idea? My 
heart is panicking like something…” 
 
Allan glared at him and said coldly: 
 
“Because of your business, President Zak Chen from Shangri-La has come to me. You know his 
background. It is definitely not a trivial matter to let him find you so quickly!” 
 
The man exclaimed: “Iss…Zak Chen?! Allan, what should I do now, please show me the way!” 
 
Allan opened the mouth and said: “There is a way to make up for the work, it depends on whether you 
are worthy of cooperation.” 
 
The man hurriedly said: “Cooperation? I will definitely cooperate!” 
 
Chapter 3127 
After Zak Chen solved all the problems in the fastest time, he immediately called Marven. At this time, 
Marven had just driven away from the Olympic Center. 
 



After answering the phone, Zak Chen said to Marven, “Master, someone inquired about your wife’s car 
in the traffic data system just now.” 
 
Marven frowned and asked: “Who did the investigation?” 
 
Zak Chen hurriedly said: “It is a middle-level manager in the relevant department.” 
 
With that said, he reported the incident word by word. 
 
After Marven listened, he said, “You have done a good job of this, so take precautions.” 
 
“This is my job.” 
 
Marven asked again: “Have you checked back, who on earth wants to check my wife’s license plate 
number?” 
 
Zak Chen hurriedly said: “The information found was an old classmate of the person involved in 
Orgeyon, and the other party worked in a company under the name of the Su family.” 
 
“The Su family?” Marven suddenly realized something, and said: 
 
“Then I guess the person who wants to check on me should be Zhifei from the Su family. I just drove the 
girl to the performance venue, and he probably saw us.” 
 
Zak Chen blurted out: “Dmn, the ba5tard of the Su family has always been ill-intentioned towards Miss 
Gu.” 
 
“I heard that he organized a luxury motorcade to pick her up from the airport, but he was completely 
bypassed.” 
 
After speaking, Zak Chen said again: “Master, this boy has probably been eyeing you. He wants to check 
your license plate number. It must be aimed at you.” 
 
“Although Wrestvel is not in the Su family’s domain, if they want, they can find a relationship from 
Orgeyon. I guess it won’t be long before he finds you! You must be prepared!” 
 
“Hmm…” Marven said with a cold face: “Zhifei shouldn’t see my appearance yet, but since he came to 
the door, he must take the initiative to attack this matter!” 
 
Having said that, Marven said again: 
 
“Tomorrow night, I am going to attend the concert. If I don’t do anything to Zhifei, I will definitely be 
unavoidable to meet him at the concert. I need to solve this trouble!” 
 
Zak Chen hurriedly asked, “Master, what are your plans?” 
 
Marven sneered and said: “In this way, you first let that person give feedback to Zhifei any false 
information, and the specific information is what I tell you…” 



 
After that, Marven informed Zak Chen of his plan in detail and asked him to strictly follow the 
requirements. 
 
Marven knew very well that he had rescued Zhiyu and Zhifei in Japan, so if he really came face to face 
with him, he would definitely recognize him. 
 
Therefore, instead of waiting for him to recognize him at the concert tomorrow, it is better to take the 
initiative to solve him. 
 
Originally, he didn’t want to attack him. After all, everyone has the right to pursue his favorite object. 
 
He can’t act on him simply because he likes Sara. After all, he is not as arrogant as that stupid Kim. 
 
But this time the situation is completely different. 
 
This Zhifei was so bold that he dared to let people check his wife’s license plate number! 
 
His behavior alone has clearly played the world! 
 
Now that he has crossed the redline, he can’t blame Marven anymore! 
 
Chapter 3128 
Due to a very bad mood, Zhifei sat in his Rolls Royce and did not get out of the car for a long time. 
 
Even though Sara’s rehearsal singing soon hit his eardrums coming from the stadium, he still sat 
motionless in the car. 
 
At this time, he was extremely unhappy. 
 
The reason that made him unhappy was that on the one hand, Sara’s deliberate avoidance of him, on 
the other hand, it was the unknown BMW driver. 
 
And he didn’t understand why Sara would condescend to take a cheap BMW to the stadium. 
 
After all, a brand like BMW, in the second-generation circle of Eastlciff, is simply rubbish that no one 
touches. 
 
Like their top rich second-generation, the advanced customized version of Rolls-Royce is basically the 
standard for travel. 
 
A car of this class like BMW is not even worth mentioning in front of the high-end customized Rolls-
Royce. 
 
Seeing that more than ten or twenty minutes have passed, and his subordinates have not returned the 
information of the car, he can’t help but feel a little annoyed. 
 
When he was about to dial the number, he suddenly received a call from his subordinates. 



 
He immediately connected the phone and yelled: “I let you fcuking check a license plate, where were 
you checking it for me, maybe on fcuking mars?!” 
 
The other party hurriedly said: “Master calmed down. The people over there just reported that there 
was a problem with the system. It has just been dealt with. The car you want to check has results.” 
 
Zhifei hurriedly asked: “What is the result? Who is the owner of that car?!” 
 
The other party replied: “Master, the BMW car you asked me to check is a car registered under the 
name of Wrestvel Emgrand Group.” 
 
“Emgrand Group?” Zhifei couldn’t help frowning. 
 
Chapter 3129 
He has been in Wrestvel during this period, but he has some understanding of the situation in this city. 
 
The largest local company here is the Emgrand Group, but the owner of this group is mysterious, and 
Zhifei doesn’t know who this company belongs to. 
 
So, he was a little surprised at once, and blurted out: “Is the info true?” 
 
The other party replied: “It is definitely true. He also told me that the number of vehicles registered 
under the Emgrand Group’s name is more than 500 large and small. This BMW is one of them, and there 
is a small detail. This car is not a BMW 520, but a BMW 760.” 
 
“Impossible!” Zhifei blurted out: “I saw the car’s tail label says 520! How could it be 760?! Is it a 
mistake?” 
 
“No.” The other party said earnestly: “I have repeatedly confirmed that the license plate number is 
indeed a BMW 760. As for you said that the tail number is 520, then I guess it may have been tampered 
with.” 
 
After speaking, he said again: “Master, you may not know much about the entry-level low-end luxury 
cars like BMW, but there is actually a big difference between the BMW 5 Series and the 7 Series. At first 
glance, they seem to be similar, but in fact, there are many differences, but people who don’t know it 
can’t see it.” 
 
“Just like the current Mercedes-Benz E-Class and Mercedes-Benz S-Class, people who don’t understand 
cars basically can’t see the difference. Compare the video of the driving recorder with the photo of the 
BMW 760 on the Internet. If you find it wrong, I will immediately ask that person to follow up.” 
 
Zhifei naturally didn’t want to make any difference, so he immediately said: “Let me look at the video of 
the dashcam. You can find me the detailed pictures of the rear of the BMW 760 and 520 and send it to 
my WeChat. I will confirm it first.” 
 
“Okay, master!” 
 



Zhifei hurriedly opened the video of Rolls-Royce’s built-in driving recorder and found the clip just taken. 
After playback, it can be clearly seen that the rear of the car is indeed written BMW 520. 
 
The reason why he wants to figure out whether it is 520 or 760 is mainly to determine whether this car 
is an Emgrand Group car. 
 
If it is true that this car is a BMW 760, then all the clues can be confirmed that this car belongs to the 
Emgrand Group. 
 
But if this car is not a 760, or an ordinary 520, then it proves that the information feedback from his men 
is wrong. 
 
In that case, either the subordinate has a problem, or the BMW 520 has a problem, or maybe it is a 
licensed car. 
 
At this moment, he received several official details of the BMW 520 and BMW 760 from his staff. 
 
He can tell at a glance that the official BMW 760 detailed map is exactly the same as the car he just saw. 
 
This also means that the car just now is indeed the BMW 760 that has changed its tail. 
 
It also means that the car is indeed from the Emgrand Group. 
 
Zhifei frowned and called and asked, “Do you know who the boss behind Wrestvel Emgrand Group is?” 
 
“I don’t know.” The other party replied: “The legal representative of the Emgrand Group is Lori, who is 
the vice-chairman of the Emgrand Group, but the shares of the Emgrand Group are not in her name.” 
 
Chapter 3130 
After speaking, the other party further introduced: “Although this company is registered in Wrestvel, the 
equity structure model of Wrestvel Emgrand Group is the same as that of domestic Internet giants. 
There is also an overseas parent company in the upper structure.” 
 
“What’s more fucking is that its overseas parent company is an offshore company registered in the 
Cayman Islands.” 
 
“This offshore company controls 100% of Wrestvel Emgrand Group, so you have to find out who the 
owner of the offshore company is to know. Who is the real owner of the Emgrand Group.” 
 
“It’s so troublesome…” Zhifei asked: “Can you find out the shareholder information of this offshore 
company overseas?” 
 
“Unable to find out.” The other party said truthfully: “The Cayman Islands has long promulgated judicial 
regulations to provide comprehensive privacy protection for all companies registered in its territory.” 
 
“Information related to directors and shareholders is completely confidential. The bank’s strategy is 
exactly the same, so we can’t find any information.” 
 



“Grass!” Zhifei cursed angrily: “I don’t believe in this huge company of Emgrand Group in Wrestvel. Does 
anyone know whether its boss is a man or a woman, and how old is that person?” 
 
The other party immediately said: “The person who gave me the information told me that their boss is 
very powerful, young and handsome, and he also said that he was the mysterious rich man who was 
very famous last year in Wrestvel!” 
 
“What mysterious rich man?” Zhifei heard the other party saying that the boss of the Emgrand Group 
was young and handsome, and immediately became a little unhappy, and asked coldly, “Is this 
mysterious rich man very famous?” 
 
The other party replied: “According to my source, he is quite famous. He used tens of millions of cash in 
a jadeite shop to smash a despising salesperson. At that time, there were a lot of rumors in the city 
about him.” 
 
Zhifei was a little annoyed. 
 
He felt that if according to his subordinates, the boss of the Emgrand Group was really a strong 
competitor. 
 
Combined with Sara deliberately bypassing him, coming to the scene with him, and being so affectionate 
to bid farewell to him, maybe this guy has already taken a step ahead and won Sara’s favor! 
 
Thinking of this, he felt angry and anxious, and blurted out, “Is there any personal information about this 
Lori?” 
 
“Yes!” The other party introduced: “Her information is more transparent. She is a native of this city. She 
has all traces to follow in the past. She was a school teacher. Later, she joined the former Emgrand 
Group in a short time.” 
 
“She helped the Emgrand Group continue to grow and develop, she has also been promoted all the way 
to the position of Vice Chairman of the Group. She has been the top leader of the group until now.” 
 
Zhifei nodded and said, “In this way, if you want to know who the boss of the Emgrand Group is, you 
have to have a good chat with this woman.” 
 
After that, he immediately ordered: “You can contact this woman for me, saying that I want to take 
some time to visit her at the Emgrand Group and talk to her about business cooperation.” 
 
Zhifei felt that as the eldest son and eldest grandson of the Su family, as long as he reported his name to 
visit, who should not consider him a guest? 
 
At that time, he meets that Lori, and will try to figure out the identity of her boss from her mouth. 
 
If she doesn’t say anything, then throw a cooperation intention as a bait. 
 
In this way, he believes that the boss of the Emgrand Group will definitely be impatient to meet him 
after hearing the news that the Su family is going to cooperate with him. 



 
After hearing this, his man hurriedly asked him: “Master, when do you want to meet her?” 
 
Zhifei said without hesitation: “As soon as possible, better if now!” 


